
Sunday morning in Oxford...a bit chilly in the wind but a sunny blue sky. 
 
This has been a leisure week for me both in London at home and in Oxford where we’re staying for a few days to enjoy 
a break and celebrate Sue’s birthday. 
 
In some respects I feel a stranger back in the UK but it does allow me to pick up on some of the differences that I’ve 
seen since my last visit and it’s pretty obvious that the cost of living in South Africa and in London is slowly but surely 
beginning to equalise.  I never thought that I’d see food in Tesco’s cheaper than the SA equivalent in PicknPay and 
Woolies but it really is the case.  This is the product of several years of continuing inflation in SA with food depreciation 
in the UK. 
 
I’m missing watching all my sport on the tele….both UK and SA...but at least there’s the BBC radio to listen to and 
whatever you think of the British culture nobody is going to give the BBC a hard time.  The radio, especially, is an 
international treasure. 
 
Visited Blackwells, Pitt Rivers and Ashmolean museums and Tuesday we’re off to Blenheim for a visit.  Blenheim is one 
of the grandest country houses in England and it’ll be a good day out with both of us getting the wrinklies 
concession...and I know ‘cos I checked! 
 
We’re lining up the first decent curry of the trip tomorrow.  I love the food in Cape Town but it’s hard to find a really good 
curry house to compare with what’s commonplace here. 
 
One more weekend in London and then it’s back to Cape Town. 
 
Have a good one 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Enjoying playing with the new computer and I got the HDMI cables so that it’ll talk to the monitor when I get back. 

Have really enjoyed watching Downton Abbey and I commend it to you.  It’s a very fine series.  Also I’ve been watching 

Shine On Harvey Moon.  I seriously believe that this could be one of the very finest television series of all time.  If 

you’ve not heard about it then buy the DVDs on Amazon.  They’re really cheap and you’ll be in for a treat.  It’ 30 years 

old but it hasn’t aged a single day. 

I gave you Casablanca last week.  How about this one:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7R2Atsh6hHA 

Remember that there are only two types of people in this world...and how good is Ennio Morricon’es music! 

I’ll post any of your suggestions if you send them.  You Tube is the place for film buffs. 

(04-13) 05:59 PDT Utica, N.Y. (AP) -- 

Police say a 49-year-old man tried to rob a central New York bank armed with a toilet plunger. 

Utica police tell local media outlets that Lawrence Deptola went into city bank Thursday afternoon and threatened a 

teller with the plunger. 

Police responded after two other banks had previously called authorities about a suspicious man entering their 

buildings. 

Deptola was arrested after a foot chase and charged with attempted third-degree robbery. 

It could not be determined Friday morning if Deptola had a lawyer. 
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Customer advice 

 
This is really a negotiation tip but I’ll post it here for the benefit of all customers dealing with 
sellers. 
 
I recently quoted for some business and the client wrote back to me saying how pleasantly 
surprised they were at my low price. 
 
I won’t make that mistake again. 
 
Don’t you make it either. 
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Always raise...never call 

 
When I analyse my poker stats I see that when I raise in hands I’m a lifetime winner and when I 
just call or limp I’m a lifetime loser. 
 
It’s not hard to work out which behaviour is the more successful. 
 
So let’s move across to negotiation.  If you “raise” a lot then you’ll be trying to get more money on 
the table.  You’ll be asking for bigger discounts, bigger price rises, better terms.  You’ll be 
ambitious and ready to take reasonably calculated risks. 
 
If you only call then you’re relying on the other party to set the pace when it comes to value and 
money.  Why allow them to set the pace when you should be leading not following. 
 
Get your plans ready in advance and don’t be afraid to raise the stakes when you think it’s 
appropriate.  I’m not talking about crude threat here but a simple process of ensuring that you 
never leave any large sums on the table at the end of the deal. 
 
Winners play for high stakes when they have the advantage.  


